The formation and evolution of a planetary system are intrinsically linked to the evolution of the primordial accretion disk and its dust and gas content. A new class of pre-main sequence objects has been recently identified as pre-transitional disks. They present near-infrared excess coupled to a flux deficit at about 10 microns and a rising mid-infrared and far-infrared spectrum. These features suggest a disk structure with inner and outer dust components, separated by a dust-depleted region (or gap). This could be the result of particular planet formation mechanisms that occur during the disk evolution. We here report on the first interferometric observations of the disk around the Herbig Ae star HD 139614. Its infrared spectrum suggests a flared disk, and presents pre-transitional features, namely a substantial near-infrared excess accompanied by a dip around 6 microns and a rising mid-infrared part. In this framework, we performed a study of the spectral energy distribution (SED) and the mid-infrared VLTI/MIDI interferometric data to constrain the spatial structure of the inner dust disk region and assess its possibly multi-component structure. We based our work on a temperature-gradient disk model that includes dust opacity. While we could not reproduce the SED and interferometric visibilities with a one-component disk, a better agreement was obtained with a two-component disk model composed of an optically thin inner disk extending from 0.22 to 2.3 au, a gap, and an outer temperature-gradient disk starting at 5.6 au. Therefore, our modeling favors an extended and optically thin inner dust component and in principle rules out the possibility that the near-infrared excess originates only from a spatially confined region. Moreover, the outer disk is characterized by a very steep temperature profile and a temperature higher than 300 K at its inner edge. This suggests the existence of a warm component corresponding to a scenario where the inner edge of the outer disk is directly illuminated by the central star. This is an expected consequence of the presence of a gap, thus indicative of a 'pre-transitional' structure.
Introduction
The formation and evolution of planetary systems around young stars are intrinsically linked to the evolution of the primordial accretion disk on a timescale of about 10 Myr. After an initial high accretion phase, the young star enters a quiescent low-accretion phase at the age of about 1 Myr, where most of the infrared excess originates from the broadband thermal emission due to dust passively heated by the stellar source (e.g., Adams et al. 1987) . In the past decade, various disk morphologies have been observed and described, such as transitional disks that correspond to pre-main sequence objects with a large centrallyevacuated inner region in the disk, which implies a near-infrared emission deficit. This suggests that dust dissipation has begun (Calvet et al. 2002) , possibly due to various physical processes such as photoevaporation, grain growth, or dynamical interactions with companions or planets (see e.g., Williams & Cieza 2011) . This class of disks lies at an intermediate age between young massive disks (e.g., Meeus et al. 2001 ) and debris disks (e.g., Greaves et al. 2005) . More recently, a new class of premain sequence objects has been identified as pre-transitional disks, which still present a near-infrared excess in their spectral energy distribution (SED) coupled to a flux deficit around 10 microns (Espaillat et al. 2007 (Espaillat et al. , 2008 Pott et al. 2010) . This is in contrast with the SED of the so-called transitional disks, like TW Hya, which only presents photospheric near-infrared flux (Calvet et al. 2002) . These pre-transitional objects are thought to represent disks whose inner and outer optically thick dust components are separated by a dust-depleted optically thin region (or gap) (see e.g., Benisty et al. 2010b; Espaillat et al. 2010) . This configuration could be the result of dynamical clearing mechanisms, such as planetary formation (Zhu et al. 2011) . A deeper understanding of ongoing planet formation processes that causes various morphologies such as those of pre-transitional disks, would therefore require additional observational investigations of these objects. Considering the typical subarcsecond angular sizes of the planet-forming regions in young disks, optical/infrared interferometry is capable of resolving the spatial scales of the inner disk regions in the first few AUs (e.g., Ratzka et al. 2007; di Folco et al. 2009 ).
In this context, we focused on the intermediate-mass Herbig star HD 139 614. It has an A7 spectral type (Meeus et al. 1998) and is associated to the Lupus/Ophiuchus complex that is located about 140 pc away (Franco 1990) . A summary of the stellar parameters is given in Table 1 . The shape of the midinfrared excess spectrum suggests a flaring disk (Meeus et al. 2001) . Moreover, this mid-infrared spectrum does not exhibit a strong silicate emission feature associated with submicronsized amorphous silicate grains (Acke & van den Ancker 2004) , in contrast with other Herbig stars such as AB Aur or HD 144432 (see e.g., van Boekel et al. 2005b) . All the compositional fits of the HD 139 614 mid-infrared spectrum, from about 5 µm to 15 µm, favored a dust composition characterized by a dominant fraction of large micron-sized amorphous silicate grains, a small amount of crystalline silicate species, and a negligible fraction of sub-micron-sized amorphous silicate grains (van Boekel et al. 2005b; Juhász et al. 2010 ). This suggests on-going grain growth and/or removal of the small warm silicate grains from the disk atmosphere. HD 139 614 presents a pre-transitional-like SED shape, namely a substantial near-infrared emission with a characteristic bump around 3 µm, accompanied by a dip in the spectrum around 6 µm and a rising mid-infrared spectrum from 7 µm to 30 µm (Meeus et al. 1998 ). This suggests on-going dust evolution processes (grain growth, dynamical clearing, photoevaporation, etc.). Interestingly, the SED features could not be self-consistently reproduced by a passively heated continuous disk model with a puffed-up inner rim (Dominik et al. 2003) . Moreover, cold CO gas was detected through the observation of low-J CO emission lines by Panić & Hogerheijde (2009) , who also derived a disk orientation close to face-on. This agreed with the low disk inclination previously derived from the nonvariability of the HD 139 614 spectral lines (Meeus et al. 1998 ) and a low stellar v. sin i value (Dunkin et al. 1997) . In parallel, various emission features from PAH molecules were detected in the infrared spectrum (from 6 µm to 15 µm) of HD 139 614 from spectroscopic observations with the Spitzer Space Telescope (Acke et al. 2010) . In this article, we report on the first interferometric observations of HD 139 614 using the VLTI instrument MIDI (Leinert et al. 2003) , observing in the N band (8-13 µm). We simultaneously modeled both the SED and mid-infrared interferometric data of HD 139 614 to constrain the overall spatial structure of the inner disk region. The question of the radial location of the PAHemitting region is also addressed via the analysis of the associated mid-infrared features in the correlated and total MIDI fluxes. Section 2 summarizes the interferometric observations and data processing. Section 3 shows the results of the interferometric observations. Section 4 describes our modeling approach, making use of geometric uniform-ring and temperaturegradient models, and the obtained results. Section 5 includes a discussion on the results of the modeling and a brief study of the PAH-emitting region. Finally, Sect.6 summarizes our work and outlines some perspectives.
MIDI observations and data reduction

Observations
The interferometric observations of HD 139614 were carried out with the VLTI/MIDI instrument, the two-telescope mid-infrared interferometer of the VLTI (Leinert et al. 2003 ). For our program, MIDI was fed by the 8-m Unit Telescopes (UTs). Our observations were split into two runs: the first one on 26 April 2010 in visitor mode, and the second one on 14 April and 18 April 2011 in service mode. We took advantage of the UT3-UT4 and UT2-UT3 baselines, which offer an angular resolution of λ 2B ≈ 20 mas at 10 µm. The atmospheric conditions were good and the corresponding optical seeing values are detailed in Table 2 . We adopted the observing sequence that is described in Leinert et al. (2004) , for instance. For each run, we obtained three fringe and photometry measurements for HD 139 614 using the HIGH-SENS mode. In this mode, the photometry or total flux is measured just after the fringe acquisition. Fringes and photometry were dispersed over the N band, from 8 to 13 µm, using the MIDI prism, which provides a spectral resolution of λ ∆λ ≈ 30. By definition, the visibility is obtained by dividing the correlated flux, obtained from the interferometric measurement, and the total (or uncorrelated) flux, obtained from the photometry. Our observing program also included photometric and interferometric calibrators (see Table 2 ) chosen using the CalSearch tool 1 of the JMMC. This tool provides a validated database for the calibration of long-baseline interferometric observations (Bonneau et al. 2006 (Bonneau et al. , 2011 . Our calibrators are spatially unresolved bright sources, whose observation provides a calibration of the interferometric transfer function of the instrument as well as an absolute calibration of the total flux spectrum. Table 2 summarizes the log of observations. The UV coverage of our interferometric observations is shown in the top-left panel of Fig. 1. 
Data reduction
The extraction and calibration of the correlated flux, total (or uncorrelated) flux, and visibility measurements of HD 139 614 were performed using the data-reduction software package named Expert WorkStation 2 (EWS). This software performs a coherent analysis of dispersed fringes to estimate the complex visibility of the source. The method and the different processing steps are described in Jaffe (2004) . Each calibrated flux (correlated and uncorrelated) of HD 139 614 was obtained by multiplying the ratio of the target-to-calibration-star raw counts, measured by MIDI at each wavelength, by the absolute flux of the corresponding calibrator. The absolutely calibrated infrared spectra of the calibrators were taken from a database created by R. van Boekel, which is initially based on infrared templates created by Cohen et al. (1999) . More details can be found in Verhoelst (2005 Yudin et al. (1999) .; (3): Sylvester et al. (1997) . The stellar radius R * was derived from the values of stellar luminosity and effective temperature taken from van Boekel et al. (2005b) ; no uncertainty is available.
UT1−UT2
UT3−UT4 Table 2 ). Top right: Measured N-band visibilities of HD 139 614 (with error bars) as a function of wavelength. We indicated the label (from '1' to '6') of each interferometric observation, as defined in Table 2 . Bottom left: calibrated MIDI correlated flux measurements of HD 139 614. We indicate the label (from 1 to 6) of each interferometric observation as defined in Table 2 . Bottom right: averaged MIDI uncorrelated spectrum and Spitzer spectrum of HD 139 614 between 8 µm and 13 µm. PAH emission features are visible at 8.6 µm and 11.3 µm, as detected by Acke et al. (2010) . in time. The error affecting the MIDI data contains contributions that occur on different timescales. First, there is an error contribution that occurs on relatively short timescales (≪ t obs ≈ 2 min) and that is probably dominated by photon noise. This statistical error, which affects both the correlated flux and single-dish measurements, is estimated in EWS by splitting a complete exposure, consisting of several thousand of frames, into five equal parts and by deriving the variance of these subexposures. Second, there is another error contribution that is negligible for one observation, but implies offsets between repeated observations. It is probably dominated by imperfect thermal background subtraction of single-dish observations in N band, especially in the case of weak sources with total flux ≤ 1 Jy. It can also affect correlated flux measurements for sources with a low correlated flux level (≤ 0.5 Jy). However, in the absence of an estimate of this error contribution for the calibrated correlated flux measurements of HD 139 614, which are shown in Fig. 1 , their error bars only represent the statistical error derived from EWS.
We detail below the estimation of the error budget on our calibrated visibilities and averaged uncorrelated flux spectrum, as well as the compilation of the spectral energy distribution of HD 139 614.
Visibility
Concerning the visibility measurements, the statistical error affecting each spectral channel on short timescales, was derived from the EWS software following the procedure described above. In addition, using MIDI correlated flux observations of unresolved calibrators with fluxes ≤ 0.8 Jy, Kishimoto et al. (2011) estimated an absolute error of 0.05 on the MIDI calibrated visibility. Since HD 139 614 has a low correlated flux in the range between 0.1 Jy and 0.8 Jy (see Sect.5.4), we took this value of 0.05 as a rough estimate of the offset-like error that affects the visibility measurements on longer timescales. The two error contributions were added in quadrature to give the total error on our calibrated visibilities. In our case, the offset-like error, estimated to be 0.05, is the dominant contribution in the er-ror budget. The calibrated visibilities are shown in the top right panel of Fig. 1. 
Uncorrelated spectrum and SED
We show in the bottom-right panel of Fig. 1 the averaged uncorrelated spectrum measured by MIDI and the mid-infrared spectrum measured by the IRS instrument of the Spitzer Space Telescope. The calibrated Spitzer IRS spectrum was taken from the publicly available database of the Spitzer heritage archive 3 , which provides already processed and calibrated IRS spectra. The calibrated MIDI uncorrelated spectra were obtained from the EWS reduction software. They generally have larger uncertainties than the correlated flux measurements, especially for sources with flux ≤ 1 Jy. As mentioned before, the error contributions include a short-term statistical error and offsets between repeated observations, which are probably due to the imperfect subtraction of the thermal background, which affects single-dish observations in the mid-infrared. HD 139 614 does not present any significant variability in the mid-infrared (Kóspál et al. 2012) . To reduce these effects and improve the accuracy of the estimation of the uncorrelated spectrum, we computed the weighted mean of the six total flux measurements to obtain our averaged MIDI uncorrelated spectrum of HD 139 614. Figure 2 shows the dereddened optical and near-infrared SED of HD 139 614. We used the extinction law tabulated in Mathis (1990) for outer-cloud dust (R v = 5). While the optical photometry was taken from the Tycho-2 catalog (Høg et al. 2000) , the near-infrared photometry of HD 139 614 was taken from the 2 Micron All Sky Survey or 2MASS (Skrutskie et al. 2006 ). This survey provided typical photometric uncertainties of the order of 5% for bright sources including HD 139 614. The L and M photometries are adopted from Malfait et al. (1998) .
Observational analysis
From our MIDI data, we obtained six calibrated correlated flux and visibility measurements with similar projected baseline lengths and cover about 90
• in PA, and one averaged uncorrelated spectrum. They are all shown in Fig. 1. 
Visibilities
As we can see in Fig. 1 , the source is close to being fully resolved in each case, with a visibility level between 0.05 and 0.2. In addition, sinusoidal variations are clearly visible and could be due to a binary structure or sharp edges in the brightness distribution of the source. Assuming that this modulation is created by a binary system, the modulation period a, in units of spatial frequency, is related to the apparent separation ρ of the system by a = 1 ρ . According to Fig. 1 , the period of the modulation in the visibilities, converted into units of angular frequency, is about 20 ′′−1 , which would thus imply an apparent separation of 0.05 ′′ . At a distance of 140 pc, this corresponds to a separation of about 7 au. By considering this value as the orbital separation of the binary system, this would convert into an orbital period of more than ten years according to the third Kepler law. Therefore, if the source is a binary, the sinusoidal signal should significantly vary and fade as the baseline position angle becomes perpendicular to the binary axis. In contrast, a face-on or moderately elongated ring-like structure would only cause slight changes in the sinusoidal pattern. We can see in Fig. 1 that the signal from the different baselines, covering position angles from 2
• to 105
• , is not significantly changed, especially in the modulation period. Moreover, the flux ratio between the photospheric emission and the disk at 10 µm is about 10 −2 , which renders the hypothesis of a visibility modulation in N band due to a central binary system unlikely. Finally, an inspection of the differential phase measurements (not shown in this work) did not reveal any signature of a possible binarity down to a level of about 5
• (see Ratzka et al. 2009 , for a counter-example). They all present a rather flat shape around 0
• , which is more indicative of an axisymmetric brightness distribution. In parallel, the visibility curves do not exhibit the characteristic steep drop-off between 8 µm and 9 µm that was observed in disks of Herbig stars by Leinert et al. (2004) or was modeled by van Boekel et al. (2005a) . These last results were based on spatially continuous and flared-disk models with a hot and confined puffed-up inner rim, which implies a high visibility level at 8 µm followed by a steep drop-off until 9 µm to 9.5 µm. Therefore, our measured visibilities suggest instead a discontinuous inner disk structure, with some hot inner material missing and/or resolved by MIDI, to account for both the significant near-infrared excess of HD 139 614 and the low-level visibilities in the 8-9 µm region.
Uncorrelated spectrum
As shown in Fig. 1 , the shapes of MIDI and Spitzer spectra are similar and present the same features at 8.6 µm and 11.3 µm, associated with PAH emission (Acke et al. 2010 ), although they are less prominent in the MIDI spectrum, especially at 8.6 µm. Both spectra agree well in terms of absolute flux level, and overlap within the MIDI error bars. This agrees with the observation that HD 139 614 does not show any significant variability, either in the optical (Meeus et al. 1998) or in the mid-infrared (Kóspál et al. 2012 ). However, we can note a slight offset of the MIDI spectrum around 12 µm. A possible origin of this discrepancy is the significant background emission variability and the difficult absolute calibration of MIDI total flux measurements. This is possibly accompanied by residual fluctuations of the beams position on the detector, implying a flux underestimation because the mask used to isolate and extract the target light on the detector might have missed some flux (see Chesneau 2007 , for more details). Because we only have mid-infrared interferometric data at our disposal, the far-infrared and mm parts of the SED were not taken into account in our modeling. We include only the optical and near-infrared part of the broadband SED along with the MIDI uncorrelated spectrum and visibility measurements.
Modeling
We present the first simultaneous study of the SED and midinfrared interferometric data of HD 139614. Our primary aims are 1) to understand the overall spatial structure of the inner disk region (mid-infrared size and orientation), 2) to investigate the possible multi-component architecture of the circumstellar dust, 3) to determine qualitatively the spatial distribution of the PAH emission features detected at 8.6 µm and 11.3 µm by the Spitzer Space Telescope (Acke et al. 2010) . Although a disk model with an envelope represents a viable alternative to describe the emission of young stellar objects, as shown for instance by Schegerer et al. (2008) young T Tauri stars, we focus in this work on pure disk models to describe the circumstellar emission of HD 139 614. Our modeling strategy thus relies on the use of a uniform-ring model, followed by a temperature-gradient disk model, which was used for previous modeling of young stellar objects (see e.g, Malbet et al. 2005; Ábrahám et al. 2006 ).
Uniform-ring model
In a first step, we considered a ring-like geometry to describe the mid-infrared dust-emitting region. As a simple geometrical approximation, we used an achromatic uniform-ring model. This model does not involve the physical properties of the disk (e.g., dust sublimation radius, scale height, temperature radial profile) or the dust properties (e.g., grain size, composition). It has been extensively used to interpret near-infrared interferometric observations of disks around T Tauri and Herbig stars (e.g., Millan-Gabet et al. 2001; Eisner et al. 2003 Eisner et al. , 2004 , as well as mid-infrared interferometric observations of Herbig stars (Fedele et al. 2008 ) and planetary nebulae (Chesneau et al. 2006) . The MIDI visibilities were fitted using an inclined uniform-ring model. We refer to Millan-Gabet et al. (2001) or Fedele et al. (2008) for a description of the formalism of this model. The main interest of this achromatic model is to fully use the information provided by the change in spatial resolution with the wavelength. This is relevant in the case of HD 139 614 since the amorphous silicate emission features are strongly reduced in its mid-infrared spectrum (Acke & van den Ancker 2004; van Boekel et al. 2005b; Juhász et al. 2010) , and should not perturb the signature of the disk geometry in the MIDI visibilities. Our aim is to obtain a characteristic size of the midinfrared emitting region (see e.g., Leinert et al. 2004 ) and estimate the geometric properties of the disk, namely the inclination and position angle. The model parameters are -R in , the inner radius of the ring.
-∆R, the ring width.
-i, the ring inclination.
-θ, the position angle of the ring.
-f in , the fractional contribution, with respect to the total flux, of an unresolved central component. In a first approximation, it is assumed to be constant at all wavelengths.
The best-fit model parameters were obtained by scanning a grid of values in the parameter space and minimizing the χ 2 on the visibilities. Table 3 shows the range of values that was scanned for each parameter and the corresponding number of scan steps. We first scanned a broad range of values (wide scan) to find the global minimum χ 2 , and then focused on a narrower range (narrow scan) around this minimum. The associated errors were computed using a Monte Carlo simulation. Assuming a normal error distribution, we simulated 200 random data sets matching the measured values within their respective 1-σ uncertainties. Then we derived the error on the parameters by computing the standard deviation of the best-fit parameter values corresponding to the simulated data sets. The best-fit results of our uniform-ring model are shown in Table 3 . Our six visibility measurements are best fitted by an uniform ring extending from 4.5 au to 8.0 au, with an inclination of 20
• and a position angle of 112
• . The fractional contribution of the unresolved component is 10%. The corresponding visibilities are shown in Fig. 3 (solid orange line). With this simple uniform-ring model, the level and modulation period of the measured visibilities can be reproduced with a good agreement. The characteristic radius we derived for the mid-infraredemitting region of HD 139 614 can be compared, for instance, with the characteristic mid-infrared radii of several circumstellar disks of Herbig stars reported in Leinert et al. (2004) or Fedele et al. (2008) . In general, all the measured radii were lower than 2 au, except for several sources classified as 'transitional' or 'pre-transitional', such as HD 100546, on which strong evidence was found for the presence of a large dust-depleted region (Benisty et al. 2010b; Tatulli et al. 2011) . In addition, the 20
• inclination we derived agress with the almost face-on orientation of the disk inferred from previous studies of the stellar spectral lines (Meeus et al. 1998) or the CO emission features (Panić & Hogerheijde 2009 ).
The mid-infrared visibilities of HD 139 614 were reproduced with a good agreement by considering a simple achromatic ring-like geometry for the 10 µm-emitting region. We thus obtained preliminary geometrical constraints on the disk around HD 139 614. However, such an achromatic model assumes by definition that the object is the same regardless of the observing wavelength. It thus constitutes a first approximation and does not properly describe the relative contribution of the different Table 1 ). Overplotted is the best-fit solution of the one-component model (blue solid line) in the medium-density case, and of the two-component disk model (red solid line) in the high-density case. Table 2 . disk regions that emit at different temperatures and thus at different wavelengths. To take into account the radial temperature structure and hence the chromatic dependence of the disk, which is contained in both the mid-infrared visibilities and the spectral energy distribution, we considered in a second modeling step a temperature-gradient model. This is described in the following subsection.
Temperature-gradient model
The basis of our temperature gradient model consists of a geometrically flat disk with an inner radius r in and an outer radius r out . This disk is characterized by radial temperature and surface density profiles (see e.g., Hillenbrand et al. 1992) given by
where T in is the temperature at r in , q is the temperature powerlaw exponent that typically ranges from 0.5 (flared irradiated disks) to 0.75 (standard viscous disks or flat irradiated disks) (see e.g., Adams et al. 1988; Hillenbrand et al. 1992) , Σ in the surface density at r in , and p is the surface density power-law exponent. Each infinitesimal ring, located at radius r and composing the temperature-gradient disk, emits blackbody radiation at its local temperature T r , weighted by an emissivity factor that depends on dust opacity κ λ . The latter is assumed to be independent of the radius r . Therefore, the flux density (F λ ) and the complex visibility (V λ,disk ) can be determined at any wavelength by integrating the emission from the rings weighted by the corresponding optical depth (τ λ,r = κ λ Σ r ). For a disk presenting an inclination i and a major axis position angle θ, counted from north to east, we thus have
where B p (i, θ) = B 2 u,θ + B 2 v,θ cos 2 (i) is the length of projected baseline expressed in the reference frame rotated by the angle θ, with
J 0 is the zeroth-order Bessel function of the first kind, ǫ τ = (1 − e −τ λ,r / cos i ) the emissivity factor, B λ the Planck function, and d the distance of the system.
One-component disk model
We began with a simple model including an unresolved star and an inclined one-component disk. The flux and the visibility of the one-component model are
The stellar flux contribution is F * (λ) = ω * I * (λ), where I * (λ) is the specific intensity at the stellar surface and ω * = πR 2 * is the solid angle subtended by the star. We used a tabulated synthetic Kurucz spectrum (T eff = 7750 K, log g=4.0, Fe/H=-0.5) that represents the central star contribution best (see Table 1 ). Concerning the physical parameters of the disk, we assumed p = 3/2 for the surface density law exponent, as inferred for the protosolar nebula (Weidenschilling 1977) and assumed in other disk models (e.g., Chiang & Goldreich 1997; Dullemond et al. 2001; Eisner et al. 2009 ). For the dust opacity (κ λ in Equation 2), we assumed a pure iron-free olivine composition with a 60% fraction in mass of 2 µm-sized grains and 40% of 5 µm-sized grains, following the dust composition found by Juhász et al. (2010) . We used the optical constants from Jäger et al. (2003) and applied the Mie scattering theory to compute the opacity for each grain size. The final opacity κ λ was then computed by adding the opacity of each grain size times their fraction in mass. The outer radius was fixed to a typical value of 100 au. To minimize the number of free parameters, the inclination and position angle of the disk were fixed to the values derived from the uniform-ring model, namely i = 20
• and θ = 112
• . We also considered three characteristic surface density values Σ in at r in , namely 2 × 10 −5 g.cm −2 (low density), 6 × 10 −5 g.cm −2 (medium density) and 10 −4 g.cm −2 (high density). These values were chosen to span a range of optical depth values (0.01 ≤ τ ≤ 0.1) that allows the overall shape of the mid-infrared spectrum to be reproduced. The free parameters of the one-component disk model are thus -the inner radius r in , -the temperature T in at the inner radius r in , -the temperature power-law exponent q, Our fit process consisted in calculating for each surface density value a large number of temperature-gradient models corresponding to all combinations of the three free parameters (see Table 4 ). In a first run, we scanned a broad range of values for each parameter (in 72 steps) to determine the global minimum χ 2 between the model and the observations. To this aim, χ 2 maps were calculated separately for the SED (near-infrared SED + MIDI uncorrelated spectrum), for the visibility and for the combined SED and visibility, following: Since we have N vis > N SED , our estimator χ 2 tot gives more weight to the visibility information, hence to the disk morphology. We also tested in our analysis a χ 2 estimator based on an equal weighting between the SED and the visibilities. However, this implied more degeneracy in the χ 2 minimization without significantly changing the χ 2 minima and thus the main results of this work. We therefore kept our initial estimator χ 2 tot for the whole χ 2 minimization process. Figure 4 shows the χ 2 maps in the medium-density case. They illustrate the intrinsic degeneracy of each observational constraint when considered alone, and demonstrate that both observables, SED and visibility, can be used to remove part of this degeneracy and to converge toward solutions that can be identified more easily. In general, a global minimum can be identified except with respect to the parameter r in , where two regions of minimum χ 2 can be distinguished around 3 au and 6 au. Nevertheless, the region around 3 au is clearly favored by our one-component model, and we chose it as the global minimum solution. We obtained similar minima in the χ 2 maps of the low-density and high-density cases. In a second step, we scanned a narrower range in 60 steps around the global minimum χ 2 to refine the search for the best-fit model and the estimation of the best-fit parameters (see Table 4 ). The 3 − σ errors on the parameters were derived using the Monte Carlo procedure described in Sect.4.1. Table 4 shows the best-fit Table 4 ). These maps are shown for the medium density case. For each pair of parameters, the ∆χ Table 4 . Scanned parameter space of our temperature-gradient modeling, with the corresponding mathematical best-fit parameters for the two models considered here: one-component and two-component disk models. We also show the reduced χ 2 value of the best-fit models (χ 2 r tot ) and the 3-σ errors on the parameters. values of the model parameters in each case (low, medium, and high). We see that the overall best-fit (χ 2 r tot = 3.0) is obtained with a medium surface density value, which is associated with a very high temperature of 478 K for a distance of 2.78 au from the central star. Indeed, assuming a radiative equilibrium between the absorbed stellar irradiation and the grain thermal emission, and taking into account the full opacity law κ λ , we have
where F * ,λ = π(R * /R) 2 B λ (T * ) is the blackbody stellar flux. The expected dust temperature T dust of a single grain at distance R from the star is thus given by
where ε is the cooling efficiency defined as:
To estimate an upper limit on the expected dust temperature at a given distance from the star, we considered grains with ε < 1. In this case, heating is more efficient than cooling and the grains can be heated to higher temperatures than that of a blackbody. Dust thus becomes superheated. By assuming ε = 0.3, which is the typical value for micron-sized amorphous olivine grains (see e.g., Dullemond & Monnier 2010), the upper limit on the expected dust temperature at a distance R = 2.9 au is instead expected to be around 375 K. The high-density model gives the lowest best-fit temperature (T in = 421 K), although the corresponding reduced χ 2 is higher (χ 2 r tot = 3.4); the medium-density case produces a lower χ 2 tot because both the shape of the midinfrared spectrum and the visibilities agree better with the observations. As a caveat, we recall that our temperature determination is parametric and is associated with a pure olivine dust opacity. In this parametric approach, and also in radiative transfer modeling, using a different dust opacity may lead to different temperature values that reproduce the same flux level in the SED. For instance, pure olivine combined with amorphous carbon would imply higher opacity in the mid-infrared and may thus lead to lower temperatures in our temperaturegradient models. However, without any evidence or knowledge on the fraction of amorphous carbon, we decided to retain our pure olivine dust composition. We present in Fig. 2 the corresponding best-fit SED of the medium-density case (blue line). The best-fit visibilities are shown in Fig. 3 (blue line) . In every case (low, medium, and high), the best-fit model could not simultaneously reproduce all our observables. First, it predicted almost no near-infrared excess. Note that in spite of this poor agreement with the observed near-infrared excess, the χ 2 r tot values of the best-fit models remained rather low (χ 2 r tot ≈ 3) since our χ 2 estimator gives more weight to the visibility information. Second, we could reproduce with a reasonable agreement the mid-infrared uncorrelated spectrum and the overall level of the measured visibilities. However, the shape and especially the period of the sine-like modulation in the measured visibilities is not reproduced. Indeed, the visibilities of the bestfit model present a convex aspect without any sine-like modulation, thus suggesting that the best-fit inner radius, r in ≈ 2.8 au, is too small. By reproducing with a good agreement both the level and the sine-like modulation, the uniform-ring model already suggested a mid-infrared emitting region that is located farther away (between 4.5 au and 8 au). In the framework of a pure disk model, these results are indicative of a more sophisticated structure of the disk around HD 139 614, and especially suggests the existence of a hot component responsible for the near-infrared excess, which is spatially separated from the outer disk.
Two-component disk model
In a second step, we introduced a two-component disk model following the features found in pre-transitional objects (see Espaillat et al. 2007 Espaillat et al. , 2008 Espaillat et al. , 2010 Pott et al. 2010 ). Our aim is to determine whether a discontinuous disk structure is better compatible with our observatonal data while obtaining a first constraint on the nature of the inner and outer components. This two-component disk model consists of -an inner component that we model as an inner disk. However, without resolved observations in the near-infrared, adhoc assumptions must be introduced in our analytical approach. This is necessary to avoid introducing too many free parameters that we might not be able to constrain with our current data set because of degeneracies in the χ 2 searching and minimization process. Like many Herbig stars, HD 139 614 exhibits a characteristic near-infrared bump around 3 µm, which is reminiscent of a single-temperature blackbody component at about 1500 K; often interpreted as an optically thick dust wall located at the dust sublimation radius (see e.g., Natta et al. 2001) . Therefore, we assumed the inner component of our model to produce a blackbody radiation at 1500 K and fixed its inner radius at the expected dust sublimation radius, which is r sub ≈ 0.22 AU in the case of HD 139 614; we used the relation: r sub = R * (T * /T sub ) 2 (see e.g., Dullemond & Monnier 2010) . To explore different sizes and emissivity levels, we considered two free parameters for the inner component: its width, noted ∆r hot , and an achromatic emissivity ǫ (ǫ replaces ǫ λ in Eq. 2); surface density and dust composition (or opacity) are not explicitly considered and modeled here. Given our lack of near-infrared interferometric constraints and for the sake of saving computation time, no temperature gradient was applied to the inner component. Since our approach is not self-consistent, our adhoc assumptions may lead to solutions hard to interpret physically and not quantitatively meaningful, such as an isothermal inner region at 1500 K extending over 1-2 au, which is very unlikely to represent pure thermal emission from dust. However, this is enough for our purposes since we only aim to reveal a discontinuous disk structure, while obtaining an approximate constraint on the inner component nature. Notably, we aim to determine whether our available data set is better compatible with a spatially extended region or with a spatially confined and optically thick inner component, as was found in several pre-transitional objects (Espaillat et al. 2008; Pott et al. 2010) . Following the notations of Eq. 1, we thus assumed, for this temperature-gradient inner disk, T in = 1500 K, q = 0, and r in = 0.22 au. We fixed the inclination and position angle to the values derived from the uniform-ring modeling.
-a dust-depleted region (or gap). Note that since we observe in the mid-infrared domain, in principle, we cannot directly distinguish a real gap (i.e., a region free of material) from a shadowed, hence cooler, region. -an outer disk dominating the mid-infrared emission and that is modeled exactly as in the one-component disk case in terms of free and fixed physical parameters. The free parameters of this outer disk are therefore again r in , T in and q. The flux and visibility of this two-component disk model are
where F λ,disk h (i) and V λ,disk h (B p (i, θ)) are the flux and the visibility of the hot inner disk, both derived from Eq.2. We have a total of five free parameters for the two-component model, namely ∆r hot , ǫ, r in , T in , and q. We used the same fitting process as in the one-component disk model case. In a first step, for each surface density value, each parameter was varied in 30 steps within the ranges indicated in Table 4 to find the global minimum χ 2 value; note that ǫ was scanned in a logarithmic space over the 30 steps. We calculated χ 2 maps following the same equations as in the one-component disk case, except that 5 shows the maps of χ 2 r tot in the high-density case. They present a global minimum except for the parameter r in , where two distinct minima are visible around 2.8 au and 6 au; the global minimum lying in the region around 6 au for r in . We obtained similar minima in the low-density and medium-density cases. Then, we scanned a narrower range in 24 steps around the global minimum to refine the search for the best-fit model. Table 4 gives the best-fit solutions. For every surface density value, we obtained a minimum χ 2 value lower than for the one-component disk model. Our results thus favor the possibility of two spatially separated disk components. The overall best-fit of the twocomponent model (χ 2 r tot = 0.95) is obtained in the high surface density case, where we obtained a better agreement with both the SED and the visibilities. This solution is represented by 1) an optically thin (ǫ ≈ 10 −2.87 ) inner component extending to about 2.3 au; a near-infrared emission originating from a spatially confined (optically thin or not) region is in principle ruled out by our modeling, 2) an outer disk starting at a distance of about 5.6 au with a temperature of 332 K. However, as in the one-component disk case, our temperature estimate exceeds the upper limit on the expected dust temperature (≈ 270 K) at 5.6 au, under the assumption of a pure silicate dust composition. We represent in Figs. 2 and 3 the corresponding best-fit SED and visibilities in the high-density case (red line). A schematic view of the best-fit two-component disk model is shown in Fig. 6 . In every case (low, medium, and high), the best-fit model reproduced both the SED and visibilities reasonably well, even though we note an underestimation of the mid-infrared flux around 13µm. Nevertheless, we could reproduce with a good agreement the near-infrared excess, although it is slightly overestimated in the high-density case, and both the level and the sine-like signature in the visibilities.
Discussion
Extended inner component
Our temperature-gradient modeling favors a two-component disk structure with spatially separated inner and outer dust components. In particular, a spatially extended (0.2 -2.3 au) and optically thin inner component is required to reproduce both the near-infrared excess and the mid-infrared visibilities between 8 µm and 9.5 µm. We recall that we fixed the inner component temperature to 1500 K. While this assumption remains physically valid for a spatially confined emission, representing a puffed-up inner rim for instance, it appears more difficult to justify it for a spatially extended emission. Indeed, our bestfit results would imply a 1500 K temperature down to 2.3 au, which is unlikely to be due to dust at thermal equilibrium. We are aware that with such adhoc assumptions, a direct physical interpretation of the results is difficult and maybe not relevant. Nevertheless, our approach allowed us to achieve a first look on the spatially extended, and probably optically thin, nature of the inner component. Indeed, we ruled out the possibility that the near-infrared flux originates alone from a spatially confined inner region unresolved by MIDI, which is represented by a dusty companion or an optically thick puffed-up inner rim at 1500 K for instance. This agrees with the results of Dominik et al. (2003) . Using a passive disk model with a puffedup inner rim, they were unable to simultaneously reproduce both the near-infrared excess and the rising mid-infrared spectrum of HD 139 614. In particular, they had to artificially increase the scale height of the puffed-up inner rim to match the nearinfrared excess. However, this implied too strong self-shadowing of the outer disk, which was incompatible with the significant mid-infrared emission of HD 139 614. Several pre-transitional objects shows a K-band emission that can be explained by optically thin material extending over a few AUs (e.g., Pott et al. 2010; Benisty et al. 2010b ). Both pure disk and envelope models were invoked to describe the morphology of these extended optically thin inner regions. In the case of the pre-transitional object, LkCa 15, an alternative model of a compact dust shell halo was proposed by Espaillat et al. (2007) and was investigated in more detail by Mulders et al. (2010) . Interestingly, Bans & Königl (2012) recently proposed a dusty disk-wind interpretation of the near-infrared excess emission of T Tauri and Herbig stars. In this alternative explanation, the dominant contribution to the nearinfrared bump in young stars comes from the reprocessing of the stellar radiation by dust that is uplifted from the disk by a centrifugally driven wind. This wind subtends a solid angle larger than an inner rim, and is thus associated with an optically thin extended emission region. It is commonly believed that these outflows are driven centrifugally by a large-scale, ordered magnetic field, which might originate in the star (e.g., Shu et al. 2000) or in the disk (e.g., Konigl & Pudritz 2000) . However, like most of the Herbig Ae/Be stars, the magnetic status of HD 139 614 is unclear. Indeed, detection of a magnetic field was reported by Hubrig et al. (2006 Hubrig et al. ( , 2007 from spectropolarimetric measurements, while Wade et al. (2005) reported no detection. More recently, a new reduction of previous spectropolarimetric measurements of HD 139 614 by Bagnulo et al. (2012) showed no trace of a magnetic field either. As mentioned before, the spatially extended inner component is isothermal (T = 1500 K) in our model, which is unlikely to be caused by dust at thermal equilibrium. Nevertheless, even though this isothermal region is directly related to our adhoc assumptions, it allowed us to reproduce the available data quite well. Therefore, in the framework of our model, we may think of possible explanations such as -dust spread over a large area (down to about 2 au), which would scatter thermal emission at 1500 K originating from hot dust located at the inner rim of the disk (see, for instance, Pinte et al. 2008 , for a discussion of the impact of scattering in the near-infrared). This assumes that scattering would be dominant over thermal emission around 8 µm, which requires a significant proportion of large grains 1 −2µm (see e.g., Mulders et al. 2013 ) to maximize scattering efficiency and a lack of emission from warm grains peaking around 8 µm. The latter may be associated with a dust-depleted region. -a temperature distribution that would be driven by mechanisms different from stellar irradiation, such as viscous heat- Table 4 ). These maps are shown for the high-density case. For each pair of parameters, the ∆χ ing as part of the accretion process. However, this is unlikely to be dominant given the low accretion rate of 10 −8 M ⊙ /yr inferred for HD 139 614 (Garcia Lopez et al. 2006 ) and its pre-transitional status.
-emission from gas species, such as hot water or CO 2 .
Assuming LTE opacities, Muzerolle et al. (2004) computed the emission of purely gaseous disks around Herbig Ae stars. For typical accretion rates (≈ 10 −7 M ⊙ /yr), implying high gas surface density in the inner region (≈ 10 3 g/cm 2 ), the near-infrared emission appears to be strong enough to reproduce the observations. However, the age and pre-transitional status of HD 139 614 are not in favor of an optically thick gas disk in the inner region. For optically thin gas, the continuum emission is in general too weak, although we may think of additional energy sources that would heat the gas at much higher temperatures to enhance continuum emission. Nevertheless, this could disturb the wavelength dependency of the near-infrared excess (see e.g., Benisty et al. 2010a ).
These possible explanations only represent lines of enquiry and are not conclusive. Nevertheless, they highlight the need for additional near-infrared interferometric constraints coupled to a self-consistent radiative transfer modeling. Such a modeling approach takes the absorption and scattering processes along with dust properties (grain size, composition) explicitly into account , and will allow us to obtain a better description of the inner component and notably its temperature distribution.
Gap signature
The inner radius we derived for the outer disk agrees with the uniform-ring modeling (see Sect.4). This inner radius appears to be larger than the characteristic mid-infrared radii of several circumstellar disks of Herbig stars reported in Leinert et al. (2004) or Fedele et al. (2008) . Only a few sources classified as pre-transitional or transitional show similar characteristic mid-infrared radii such as HD 100 546 (Benisty et al. 2010b; Tatulli et al. 2011) . This geometry associated with a large characteristic mid-infrared radius suggests that local clearing has started in the inner region of HD 139 614, which is expected for objects in transition. In addition, our temperature-gradient modeling favored a steep temperature profile for the outer disk and a very high temperature at its inner edge. As mentioned by Espaillat et al. (2012) , one consequence of the existence of a gap in pre-transitional and transitional disks is the presence of a bright warm wall located at the inner edge of the outer disk. Directly illuminated by the central star, this warm wall could be the mid-infrared counterpart of the puffed-up inner rim located at the dust sublimation radius, which is commonly proposed to account for the nearinfrared excess (see e.g., Dullemond & Monnier 2010, for a review). Compared with the case of a full disk, the emission of this warm wall, which is possibly puffed-up, strongly dominates in the mid-infrared, as observed in several transitional objects by Maaskant et al. (2013) using spatially resolved mid-infrared imaging. The high temperature at the truncation radius of the outer disk we derived therefore suggests the existence of such a warm wall that dominates the mid-infrared emission. In addition, the steep temperature profile of our best-fit model is indicative of the expected sharp transition in temperature between this wall and the adjoining outer disk atmosphere. Interestingly, this gap signature agrees with the rising midinfrared SED of HD 139 614. Indeed, objects with rising midinfrared SEDs are more consistent with a steep radial dependency in dust opacity, resulting in a sharp discontinuity in the disk. Two mechanisms are commonly invoked to explain such sharp boundaries in the disk opacity: dynamical clearing of gas and/or dust by a companion, possibly planetary (e.g., Varnière et al. 2006; Fouchet et al. 2007 ), or photoevaporation (Alexander et al. 2006) . However, HD 139 614 still presents a significant near-infrared excess, reminiscent of an inner disk or component, and a low but still measurable accretion rate that would be estimated to 10 −8 M ⊙ /yr (Garcia Lopez et al. 2006 ). Both elements are not really consistent with photoevaporation as the dominant mechanisms for the disk clearing (see Fig.10 in Williams & Cieza 2011) . This favors dynamical clearing as the dominant mechanism to explain the discontinuous disk structure of HD 139 614.
PAH-emitting region
As shown by , Ratzka et al. (2007) , or Schegerer et al. (2009) , the correlated and uncorrelated (or total) fluxes provided by MIDI can be used to constrain the radial distribution of the emitting silicate grains in terms of size and cristallinity. A similar spatial analysis was performed on the PAHs emission, at 8.6 µm and 11.3 µm, of three disks around Herbig stars by Fedele et al. (2008) using MIDI data. This showed that the PAH emission was generally more extended than the mid-infrared continuum. Similar results were obtained in other cases, especially around Herbig stars (e.g., Habart et al. 2004 Habart et al. , 2006 . This agrees with the scenario in which PAHs are thought to be stochastically heated by UV photons from the central star, which implies an emission that can spatially extended. As mentioned before, various emission features from PAH molecules were detected in the infrared spectra of HD 139 614 (from 6 µm to 15 µm) from spectroscopic observations with Spitzer (Acke et al. 2010) . Below, we analyze the PAH features at 8.6 µm and 11.3 µm.
PAH 8.6 µm feature
In the bottom-right panel of Fig. 1 , we clearly see the aromatic feature at 8.6 µm in the Spitzer spectrum. It is barely visible in the total flux spectrum of MIDI, because larger error bars affect the MIDI measurements and they have a lower spectral resolution. In addition, the small interferometric field of view of MIDI (≈ 300 mas), compared with that of Spitzer (3.6 ′′ ) might have removed part of the circumstellar PAH emission, which is not the case for the mid-infrared continuum due to the warm dust grains located in the inner disk regions. In the bottom-left panel of Fig. 1 , we show the calibrated correlated flux measurements of HD 139 614. These correlated fluxes represent the emission originating from the unresolved inner regions of the disk. At the achieved level of accuracy, no 8.6 µm feature can be seen in any of the correlated flux spectra, suggesting that the feature is resolved by our observations. In parallel, the visibility measurements are systematically lower shortward of 9 µm. However, it is not clear whether this visibility drop between 8 µm and 9 µm reflects the sinusoidal modulation generated by the 'ringlike structure' of the mid-infrared dust-emitting region and/or the more extended nature of the PAH emission compared with the continuum.
PAH 11.3 µm feature
The aromatic feature at 11.3 µm is also clearly visible in the Spitzer spectrum, while it is weaker but still noticeable in the total flux spectrum of MIDI (see Fig. 1 ). Similar to the 8.6 µm feature, the correlated flux measurements show no clear feature at 11.3 µm. In parallel, we note a very subtle drop in the visibility at 11.3 µm for several observing epochs, especially the first and the sixth epochs (see Fig. 1) . Given the achieved level of accuracy, this is not conclusive but suggests at least that the PAH emission region is comparable to or even slightly more extended than the mid-infrared continuum. The latter has been found to be located farther out than 5 au. The fact that dust and PAHs have a similar location in the disk agrees with the classification of HD 139 614 as a group I (flared) source.
Given the uncertainties affecting the MIDI measurements and the similar projected baseline lengths of the observations, this rough spatial discrimination of PAHs will need to be confirmed by subsequent interferometric observations with different baseline lengths and improved accuracy.
Summary and perspectives
We were able to resolve interferometrically the circumstellar emission around the Herbig Ae star HD 139 614 in the midinfrared. This star presents a near-infrared excess coupled to a flux deficit at about 6 microns, followed by a rising mid-infrared and far-infrared spectrum. This pre-transitional-like spectral energy distribution suggests the existence of a dust-depleted region or gap. In this context, we performed a simultaneous study of SED and mid-infrared interferometric data using a temperaturegradient model. The aim was to constrain the overall spatial structure of the inner disk region (mid-infrared size and inclination) and the possible multi-component structure of the dust, which suggests a pre-transitional state. Below we summarize the main results of this work -A one-component disk model featuring temperature and surface density radial profiles could not reproduce both the SED and the mid-infrared visibilities. Notably, it did not predict any near-infrared excess in contrast with the significant nearinfrared excess measured for HD 139 614. -A better agreement was obtained with a two-component disk model defined by a gap separating an isothermal inner disk emitting at 1500 K from a temperature-gradient outer disk. We best reproduced the SED and mid-infrared interferometric visibilities with an optically thin (ǫ ≈ 10 −2.87 ) inner disk extending from 0.22 to about 2.3 au, followed by an outer disk starting at about 5.6 au that is characterized by a steep temperature profile (q ≥ 0.78) and high temperature values at its inner radius (T in ≥ 330 K).
-Our results suggest an extended and optically thin inner component, hence ruling out the possibility that the near-infrared emission could only originate from a spatially confined innermost region. Our results also suggest the presence of a warm component located at the inner edge of the outer disk, which possibly corresponds to a dust wall directly illuminated by the central star. This is an expected consequence of the presence of a gap and is hence indicative of a pretransitional structure. Given that HD 139 614 was previously classified as a group I source by Meeus et al. (2001) , this result constitutes new evidence that some, if not all, group I sources may be transitional or pre-transitional objects, which was proposed by Maaskant et al. (2013) . This questions the common view of an evolutionary path from the flared group I disks to the flat (or settled) group II disks, as initially defined by Meeus et al. (2001) . -A comparison of the strength of the PAH features between the Spitzer spectrum and the MIDI uncorrelated and correlated spectra suggests that the PAHs and dust-emitting region have a similar location in the disk (≥ 5 au away from the central star). -Complementary near-infrared interferometric data will allow us to refine our modeling approach by using self-consistent radiative transfer codes to constrain the spatial arrangement of the near-infrared emission. With the additional perspective of high angular resolution millimetric observations with ALMA, we will thus further assess the pre-transitional nature of the system, which might then turn HD 139 614 into a possible candidate for future planetary companion investigations.
